
Charge Mixing Methods: Ver. 1.0Taisuke Ozaki, RCIS, JAISTAugust 20, 20071 Simple mixingA simple sheme of mixing harge densities is to mix the input matrix and the output density matrixat the last nth SCF step as �(in)n+1 = ��(in)n + (1� �)�(out)n ; (1)where � is a mixing parameter, and the optimum hoie strongly depends on the system under study.After mixing the density matrix, the orresponding harge density is easily evaluated.2 RMM-DIIS for density matrixA more eÆient sheme beyond the simple mixing method is the residual minimization method in thediret inversion of iterative subspae (RMM-DIIS) [1, 2℄. By de�ning a residual R:Rn � �(out)n � �(in)n ; (2)we assume that the residual �Rn+1 at the next (n + 1)th SCF step an be estimated by a linearombination of fRmg �Rn+1 = nXm=n�(p�1)�mRm; (3)where �m is found by minimizing h �Rnj �Rni with a onstraint Pnm=n�(p�1) am = 1. Aording toLagrange's multiplier method, F is de�ned byF = h �Rn+1j �Rn+1i � � 1� nXm am! ;= Xm;m0 �m�m0hRmjRm0i � � 1� nXm am! : (4)Considering �F��k = 0 and �F�� = 0, an optimum set of f�g an be found by solving the following linearequation: 0BBBB� hRn�(p�1)jRn�(p�1)i � � � � � � 1� � � � � � � � � 1� � � � � � hRnjRni � � �1 1 � � � 0 1CCCCA0BBBB� �n�(p�1)�n�(p�1)+1�12� 1CCCCA = 0BBBB� 00�1 1CCCCA : (5)
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An optimum hoie of the input density matrix �(in)n+1 may be obtained by the set of oeÆients f�g as�(in)n+1 = nXm=n�(p�1)�m�(in)m : (6)3 Kerker mixing in momentum spaeAfter Fourier-transforming the di�erene harge density Æn(r) byÆ~n(qp0) = 1N1N2N3 Xp Æn(rp)e�iqp0 �rp ; (7)Æ~n(q) an be mixed in a simple mixing [3℄:Æ~n(in)n+1(q) = �w(q) Æ~n(in)n (q) + (1� �w(q)) Æ~n(out)n (q) (8)with the Kerker fator w(q). w(q) = jqj2jqj2 + q20 ; (9)where q0 = jqminj, and qmin is the q vetor with the minimum magnitude exept 0-vetor in theFFT. Sine the harge sloshing tends to be introdued by harge omponents with a small q vetor, itis found that w(q) is e�etive for avoiding the harge sloshing. The bak transformation of the mixedharge density in momentum spae gives the harge density in real spae asÆn(rp) =Xp0 Æ~n(qp0)eiqp0 �rp : (10)4 RMM-DIIS in momentum spaeBy de�ning the residual vetor R(q) in momentum spae,Rn(q) � �(out)n (q)� �(in)n (q); (11)and the norm with the Kerker metri as:hRmjRm0i �Xq R�m(q)Rm0(q)w(q) ; (12)we an apply the RMM-DIIS to the harge density mixing in momentum spae with a are for theharge sloshing [4℄. The proedure of �nding an optimum harge density is same as in the RMM-DIISfor the density matrix.Referenes[1℄ P. Csaszar and P. Pulay, J. Mol. Stru. 114, 31 (1984).[2℄ F. Ekert, P. Pulay, and H.-J. Werner, J. Comp. Chem. 18, 1473 (1997).[3℄ G. P. Kerker, Phys. Rev. B 23, 3082 (1981).[4℄ G. Kresse and J. Furthmeuller, Phys. Rev. B. 54, 11169 (1996).
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